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Abstract

In this work, a comparative study for two simulation methods is conducted for inter-

facial flows in two dimensions: an arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) finite element

method (FEM) on interface-conforming meshes and a phase field lattice Boltzmann

method (LBM) on Cartesian meshes with quadtree adaptive mesh refinement (AMR).

The methods are validated by simulations of a bubble without and with buoyancy force.

In particular, a suspended bubble with initial nonequilibrium shape and a rising bubble

driven by buoyancy force are simulated to validate the methods. Additional simulations

of the breakup of a rising bubble and the bubble interaction with a horizontal wall are

used to quantify the efficacy and efficiency of the two methods. It is observed that the

phase field LBM is more dissipative due to the nature of the diffuse interface method

used to capture the interfaces. Overall, the results obtained from both methods agree

well with each other when the effects due to the numerical artifacts intrinsic to the dif-

fuse interface method can be neglected. Also, the LBM is in general more efficient and

easier to be parallelized.
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1. Introduction

In the realm of fluid mechanics, dynamics of interfaces between different fluids is

one of the most important and interesting subject areas, in which fascinating phenom-

ena can be observed ubiquitously in nature or in many man-made processes, and they

have been exquisitely exhibited in the experimental observations captured in Van Dyke’s5

“Album of Fluid Motion” and [1] its modern computational reproduction, “Gallery

of Fluid Motion” [2]. To this date, modeling and simulation of multiphase or multi-

component flows involving fluid-fluid interfaces remain a great challenge and a subject

of much interest in computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The center piece of simulat-

ing interfacial fluid dynamics is the accurate numerical treatment of interfaces. There10

have been distinctive, even opposing, methodologies of treating a fluid-fluid interface,

i.e., interface tracking (sharp interface methods) vs. interface capturing (diffuse inter-

face methods). The advocates of sharp interface methods insist that the sharp interface

methodology is superior in terms of its numerical accuracy hence its fidelity to per-

taining physics, while the proponents of the diffuse interface methodology promote the15

versatility and simplicity of the approach especially in situations involving topological

changes. The arguments from both sides have merits, and techniques associated with

these methodologies have made significant advances in recent decades.

This work intends to compare two entirely and drastically different methods: an

interface-conforming-mesh (ICM) method and a diffuse interface (DI) method. Even20

though both schemes solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with fluid-fluid

interfaces, they are different in every aspect possible in terms of modeling philoso-

phy and solution techniques. First of all, they treat interfaces differently: the ICM

treats the fluid-fluid interfaces as discontinuities between different fluids and the in-

terfaces obey the interface kinematic boundary conditions within the Navier-Stokes25

equations, while the DI method captures the interfaces with a phase field obeying the
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advection-diffusion equation advected by the fluid velocity at the interfaces. Secondly,

the discretization techniques used in these two methods are entirely different: the ICM

method is based on the direct discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations by using the

finite element method (FEM), while the diffuse interface method is based on the lattice30

Boltzmann equation (LBE), which is an indirect discretization of the Navier-Stokes

equations based on the Boltzmann equation and kinetic theory and related to finite dif-

ference method (FDM). Thirdly, they differ in numerical mesh and data structure: the

ICM method is based on the FEM on unstructured meshes with arbitrary Lagrangian

Eulerian technique for mesh movement and the interfaces are a part of the mesh system,35

while the LBE is based on Eulerian Cartesian mesh with quadtree adaptive mesh re-

finement. The substantial and significant differences between these two methods make

the comparative study between them challenging and yet interesting. It should also

be noted that the two methods have comprised numerous advances in their respective

techniques and culminated to their current state of art. Our intent is to compare the40

modeling fidelity and computational efficiency of these two methods.

To make this comparative study meaningful and concrete, some well-thought test

cases are essential. To this end, the dynamics of a single bubble with and without buoy-

ancy force in a rectangular container in two dimensions (2D) is chosen to conduct this

study. In spite of being simple in its flow configuration and setting, the fluid dynamics45

of a single bubble is indeed rich and fascinating. A single bubble in a quiescent am-

bient liquid satisfies the Laplace law. The dynamics of a bubble driven by buoyancy

force exhibits a complicated process, including acceleration process to reach a terminal

velocity, and when reaching the top wall of the container, the bubble can impinge to or

bounce from the wall, depending on the physical conditions in the flow. In addition,50

the dynamics of a bubble has been extensively studied by means of experiment [3],

analysis [4], and simulation [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The existing data would allow us to carry

out a quantitative investigation of both methods.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 discusses the govern-

ing equations for incompressible multiphase flows and the two solution methods to be55

studied in this work. Specifically, Secs. 2.2 and 2.3 provide some technical details of

the ALE-FEM on interface-conforming adaptive meshes and the phase field LBM on
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Cartesian meshes with quadtree adaptive mesh refinement, respectively. Sec. 3 presents

the numerical simulations to validate the two methods, including those of a static bub-

ble in Sec. 3.2, a suspended bubble with initial nonequilibrium shape in Sec. 3.3, and60

a rising bubble driven by buoyancy force in Sec. 3.4. Sec. 4 compares the efficacy and

efficiency of the two methods through simulations of the breakup of a rising bubble

and the bounce of a bubble interacting with a horizontal wall, in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2,

respectively. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2. Governing equations and simulation methods65

In this section, the governing equations and two simulation methods, i.e., the ALE-

FEM and AMR-LBM will be presented.

2.1. Governing equations and boundary conditions

The Navier-Stokes equations for the incompressible flows of multiple immiscible

Newtonian fluids are:

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+u ·∇u

)
= ρg−∇p +∇·S +T , x ∈Ω, 0 < t ≤ t0, (1a)

∇ ·u = 0, (1b)

where u and ρ are the flow velocity and density, which is a constant in each phase

or component, g is the acceleration due to an external force, p is the pressure, S :=70

µ[(∇u) + (∇u)†] is the stress tensor, † denotes the transpose, µ is the dynamic vis-

cosity, and T := −σ(∇ ·n)nδ(r − rb) is the capillary force density, σ denotes the

interfacial tension, n is unit vector out-normal to the bubble interface, δ is the Dirac

function, and rb denote the interface position.

The interface moves with the fluid velocity u. As a result, the interface motion is

described by the kinematic boundary condition for a point rb on the interface Γ:

drb

dt
= u(rb), rb ∈ Γ. (2)

The no-slip boundary condition u = 0 is to be applied at all the boundaries. In the75

present study, we will take advantage of the symmetry about x = 0 in two space dimen-
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sions and carry out the computations in half space with the symmetry condition applied

at x = 0.

2.2. Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian finite element method

We use the ALE-FEM [10, 11] to solve the macroscopic model described above.80

This method consists of an adaptive mesh technique, an arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian

method and a finite element discretization.

The interfacial motion is tracked by an adaptive mesh generator, in which the inter-

faces between two phases are indeed mesh lines. It is an interface-conforming method

and the interface has no thickness. The vertices at an interface move with its velocity:

rn+1
b = rn

b +un(rn
b)∆t, (3)

where rb is the position of a vertex on the interface, u is the flow velocity, ∆t is the

time step, and the superscripts n and n + 1 represent the discrete times tn and tn+1

respectively. The Laplacian smoothing technique is used to relocate all other interior

vertices (not at the interface), with the mesh topology being kept. Edge swapping,

edge splitting and edge contraction are then adopted to maintain good mesh quality.

The actual length l of an edge satisfies the condition [11]

rmin ≤
l
ls
≤ rmax, (4)

where ls is a local characteristic length scale, rmin and rmax are the minimum and maxi-

mum ratios allowed. In practice, rmin = 1 and rmax = 2.8 work well in the present work.

The characteristic length scale ls can be controlled by controlling the number of nodes85

on the interface. For example, in subsection 4.2, the number of nodes on the interface

is 128.

The material points on the interfaces moving with flow velocity u are conveniently

described from Lagrangian point of view. For solid boundaries, Eulerian point of view

from a fixed observer is more natural. The arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method en-90

joys the advantages of both Lagrangian and Eulerian methods and meanwhile alleviates

the drawbacks of the two. Dynamic boundary conditions at the interfaces can be in-

corporated naturally and accurately in an FEM. Combining the arbitrary Lagrangian
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Eulerian method with FEM, the weak form of the continuity equation and momentum

equation can be discretized on a finite element triangulation. The Lagrangian tech-95

nique augmented with a Uzawa method is used to enforce the divergence-free velocity

exactly. The Sparse Object Oriented Linear Equations Solver (SPOOLES) is the linear

solver used for the linear system generated by FEM.

2.3. Phase field lattice Boltzmann method

In this subsection we will briefly introduce the mass-conserving LBM for multi-100

phase flows as presented by Fakhari et al. [12]. This method consists of a phase field

LBE for tracking the interface between different fluids and a pressure-evolution LBE

for recovering the hydrodynamic properties.

2.3.1. Conservative phase field lattice Boltzmann equation

The conservative phase field equation for tracking the interface between different

fluids reads as
∂φ

∂t
+∇ ·φu = ∇ ·

[
M

(
∇φ−4φ

1−φ
W

n

)]
, (5)

where φ is the phase field variable such that φ = 0 and φ = 1 indicate the light phase105

and the heavy phase, respectively, and φ = 0.5 indicates the nominal interface location,

M is the mobility, W is the interfacial thickness, and the unit vector out-normal to the

interface is computed as the following: n = ∇φ/|∇φ|.

Consider an interface Γ. The phase field at thermodynamic equilibrium assumes a

hyperbolic tangent profile

φ(r) =
1
2
−

1
2

tanh
[
2

de(r,Γ)
W

]
, (6)

where de(r,Γ) is the signed distance function measured with respect to the interface Γ.

Equation (5) will be solved using the following LBE [12]:

∂hα
∂t

+eα ·∇hα = −
hα−heq

α

λφ
, (7)

where hα is the phase field distribution function, λφ is the phase field relaxation param-

eter, and eα (α = 0,1,2, ...,8) is the mesoscopic velocity set. In the present work we use
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the nine-velocity lattice in two space dimensions (D2Q9) [13]. The equilibrium phase

field distribution function is

heq
α = φΓα + Mwα

4φ (1−φ)
Wc2

s
eα ·n, (8)

in which

Γα = wα

[
1 +

(eα ·u)
c2

s
+

(eα ·u)2

2c4
s
−

(u ·u)
2c2

s

]
, (9)

where cs = c/
√

3 is the lattice speed of sound in the system, c = δx/δt is the lattice

speed with δx being the lattice length scale and δt being the lattice time scale, and

wα is the weight coefficient set corresponding to the velocity set eα. The numerical

unit normal vector is given by n = ∇φ/|∇φ+ 10−32|, in which ∇φ is calculated using

isotropic finite difference. The mobility is related to the relaxation time by

M = λφc2
s . (10)

The phase field LBE (7) can be split into the collision and advection steps:

collision: ĥα = hα−
hα−heq

α

λφ/δt + 0.5
, (11a)

advection:
∂ĥα
∂t

+eα ·∇ĥα = 0. (11b)

The advection step is solved using the Lax-Wendroff scheme [12]. The phase field is

then calculated by taking the zeroth moment of the phase field distribution function

φ =

8∑
α=0

hα, (12)

and the density ρ is updated by a linear interpolation

ρ = ρG + (ρL−ρG)φ, (13)

where ρG and ρL are the gas and liquid densities, respectively.110

2.3.2. Pressure-evolution lattice Boltzmann equation

In order to recover the Navier-Stokes equations (1), the following LBE is used [12]

∂gα
∂t

+eα ·∇gα = −Λ
(
gα−geq

α

)
+Gα, (14)
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in which

Gα = (eα−u) ·
[
(Γα−wα)c2

s∇ρ+Γα(Fs +Fb)
]

(15)

and

geq
α = ρc2

sΓα + wα(p−ρc2
s), (16)

where gα is the particle distribution function, Λ is the generalized collision operator, p

is the pressure, Fb = ρg is the body force, and Fs = µφ∇φ is the surface tension force

with the chemical potential being

µφ =
48σ
W

φ(φ−1)(φ−0.5)−
3σW

2
∇2φ, (17)

where σ is the surface tension.

The pressure-evolution LBE (14) can be solved in two steps:

collision: ĝα = ḡα−M−1ŜM
(
ḡα− ḡeq

α

)
+δtGMD

α , (18a)

advection:
∂ĝα
∂t

+eα ·∇ĝα = 0, (18b)

where M is the orthogonal transformation matrix, Ŝ is the diagonal relaxation matrix,

and the following change of variable was used to maintain an explicit scheme [14]

ḡα = gα +
1
2

S
(
gα−geq

α

)
−
δt
2

Gα, (19)

where the modified equilibrium distribution function reads as

ḡeq
α = geq

α −
δt
2

GCD
α . (20)

The hydrodynamic properties are calculated by

u =
1
ρc2

s

∑
α

ḡαeα +
δt
2ρ

(
F CD

s +Fb
)
, (21a)

p =
∑
α

ḡα +
δt
2

c2
su ·∇ρ. (21b)

Note that the subscripts CD and MD stand for central-difference and mixed-difference

stencils, respectively [14]. The implementation of the adaptive-mesh refinement (AMR)

algorithm has been detailed previously, in both 2D [12] and 3D [15].115
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2.3.3. Boundary conditions

In the AMR-LBM simulations, we use symmetric boundary conditions at the right

side of the domain. At the bottom, top, and left walls the no-slip boundary condition

is realized using the mid-link bounce-back for the hydrodynamic distribution function

ĝα. The boundary condition for the phase field distribution function is also mid-link

bounce-back at the bottom and left walls; however, special treatment is needed for the

top wall, where the wall is super-hydrophilic (complete wetting). For a given equilib-

rium contact angle θe, the phase field variable at the wall φw can be obtained from the

following relation [16]:

n̂w ·∇φ|w = −
4
W
φw (1−φw)cosθe, (22)

where n̂w is the unit vector out-normal to the top wall. After finding the phase field

value at the ghost cells off the top wall with θe = 0, the anti-bounce-back boundary

condition for the unknown phase field distributions is implemented according to [17]

h̄β(xs) = −h̄α(xf) + 2wαφw (23)

where β denotes the bounce-back direction such that eβ =−eα, and xs is the location of

the ghost cells at the top wall. This boundary condition is used to prevent the formation

of contact line in the present study. As the solid wall is made extremely hydrophilic,

the integrity of the liquid film between the bubble and the wall can be maintained.120

3. Numerical results and discussion

3.1. Control parameters

The dynamics of a bubble is controlled by seven parameters, including the liquid

density ρL, the gas density ρG, the liquid viscosity µL, the gas viscosity µG, the surface

tension σ, the gravitational acceleration g = (0,g)T , and the initial diameter of the125

bubble D (as a characteristic length). In all the numerical simulations presented below,

the liquid density is ρL = 1000 kg/m3, the gas density is ρG = 1 kg/m3 (with a large

density ratio 1000), the gas viscosity is µG = 10−5 Pa·s, the gravitational acceleration

is g = −10 m/s2, and the diameter of the initial circular bubble is D = 1 mm. Note that

we will specify the bubble shape and size if the initial shape is not circular.130
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We consider three dimensionless parameters as follows. The first dimensionless

parameter is the Bond number Bo:

Bo :=
∆ρgD2

σ
, (24)

where ∆ρ := ρL −ρG is the difference between the liquid and gas densities. The Bond

number measures the gravitational force relative to the interfacial tension force. The

second dimensionless parameter is the gravity Reynolds number Reg:

Reg :=
ρLg1/2D3/2

µL
, (25)

which is the ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force. In the numerical simulations

presented in what follows, both the surface tension σ and the liquid viscosity µL will

vary, and hence the dimensionless parameters Bo and Reg will vary accordingly. In

addition to Bo and Reg, the third dimensionless parameter is the Ohnesorge number

Oh:

Oh :=
µL

(ρLσD)1/2 , (26)

which measures the viscous force relative to the inertial and interfacial tension forces.

Because of ρL� ρG and ∆ρ ≈ ρL, we have

Oh ≈
√

Bo/Reg.

The parameter Oh is to be used to analyze the damped oscillatory behaviors of the

bubbles [18]. Physically, Oh can be understood as the ratio of two time scales: (i) the

time scale for oscillation τosc ∼
√
ρLD3/σ determined by the inertial and interfacial

tension forces, and (ii) the time scale for velocity relaxation τrel ∼ ρLD2/µL determined

by the inertial and viscous forces, with Oh = τosc/τrel. If τosc is much smaller than τrel,135

then Oh is small, the viscous damping is weak, and oscillatory behaviors occur in the

underdamped regime. Otherwise, the viscous damping is strong, and oscillations are

suppressed in the overdamped regime.

3.2. Numerical test at equilibrium

A static bubble in liquid is used as a benchmark problem here to validate the AMR-

LBM and ALE-FEM for two-phase flows in two dimensions. The computational do-

main in AMR-LBM simulations is [−2.5,0]× [−2.5,2.5] mm2 and that in ALE-FEM
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simulations is [0,2.5]× [−2.5,2.5] mm2, with the symmetric boundary condition ap-

plied at x = 0 for both methods. The static bubble is centered at (0,0) with the radius

given by R = D/2 = 0.5 mm. In ALE-FEM simulations, the number of interface nodes

is 128. As a result, the resolution is about 1
2πD/128 : 2.5mm = π/640. As to the reso-

lution in AMR-LBM simulations, the finest grid is 1/128 of the domain width 2.5 mm.

The interfacial width W is 5 lattice units, and the mobility M is 0.03 lattice units in all

the AMR-LBM simulations presented in this work. The no-slip condition is applied at

all other boundaries. The surface tension is σ = 0.001 N/m and the liquid viscosity µL

is varied to obtain the desired Oh. No gravitational acceleration is applied here, and

the only relevant dimensionless parameter is Oh. The bubble takes the shape of

x2 + y2−R2 = 0, (27)

and the phase field in AMR-LBM is initialized by

φ(x,y) =
1
2
−

1
2

tanh

2R−
√

x2 + y2

W

 . (28)

The value of W is typically five times of the lattice constant of the square lattice used

by the AMR-LBM. The corresponding density field is given by

ρ(x,y) =
ρL +ρG

2
−
ρL−ρG

2
tanh

2R−
√

x2 + y2

W

 , (29)

according to equation (13). Our numerical results are presented using dimensionless

time and dimensionless velocity. For simulations without gravity, time t is rescaled by

the capillary time scale

Tσ =

√
ρLD3

σ
, (30)

with the dimensionless time T given by T = t/Tσ. The accuracy of the computational

methods is measured by the maximum magnitude of the spurious velocities, computed

from |u|max = (
√

u2 + v2)max. The corresponding dimensionless velocity is the Capil-

lary number

Ca :=
µL|u|max

σ
. (31)

Figure 1 shows the results for the case with µL = 3.1623× 10−5 Pa·s, i.e., Oh =140

0.001, for both AMR-LBM and ALE-FEM methods. Figure 1(a) illustrates the refine-

ment mesh in AMR-LBM (left) and the body fitted unstructured mesh in ALE-FEM
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(right) at the initial time instant. The left half of figure 1(b) shows the equilibrium

bubble shape obtained from the AMR-LBM, together with the initial bubble shape. It

is evident that they match each other accurately. The spurious velocities generated by145

the AMR-LBM are also displayed in the left half of figure 1(b). The magnitude of Ca

defined in equation (31) is about 2.6× 10−5. The right half of figure 1(b) shows the

equilibrium bubble shape obtained from the ALE-FEM, together with the initial one.

They also match each other accurately. The magnitude of Ca generated by the ALE-

FEM is about 1.8×10−15, which is simply caused by the machine accuracy. Compared150

to the AMR-LBM, the ALE-FEM produces virtually no spurious currents. This can be

attributed to the accurate force balance achieved at the interface by the ALE-FEM.

In figure 1(c), the numerical density profile from AMR-LBM and the analytic ex-

pression given by equation (29) are plotted. The density profile from ALE-FEM is

also presented for comparison. It is readily seen that the numerical result is in good155

agreement with the analytic expression, indicating that the AMR-LBM can accurately

capture the interface. The ALE-FEM is a sharp interface method by which the inter-

face can be tracked by adapting the mesh to the interface shape. The density exhibits a

sharp change across the interface.

Figure 2 shows the magnitude of Ca based on the maximum spurious currents at160

equilibrium and Oh in the range of [10−3, 3.5]. The AMR-LBM always gives Ca ∼

10−4, which is almost independent of Oh. In the AMR-LBM simulations, the maximum

spurious velocities exist in the diffuse interfacial region, as shown in figure 1(b). The

ALE-FEM always gives Ca ∼ 10−14, which is due to round-off error. It is seen that

the ALE-FEM results are much more accurate. We want to point out that in the ALE-165

FEM, finer mesh and smaller time steps are required by smaller Oh, otherwise the

computation may become unstable. This is due to the weaker viscous damping at

smaller Oh. In AMR-LBM simulations, the interfacial width W does not have a major

effect on spurious currents, i.e., it does not change the order of magnitude of Ca.

3.3. Oscillatory behaviors of suspended bubbles170

To further compare the two numerical methods, the oscillatory behaviors of sus-

pended bubbles are studied here. In each simulation, a suspended bubble is deformed
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Figure 1: A static bubble in liquid. (a) Meshes used in the two methods. (b) Left: The spurious velocity

distribution at equilibrium, calculated by the AMR-LBM. The blue solid line represents the initial interface

and the red dashed line represents the equilibrium interface. Right: The initial bubble shape (blue solid line)

and the equilibrium one (red dashed line) calculated by the ALE-FEM. (c) The density profiles across the

interface, obtained from the AMR-LBM, equation (29), and the ALE-FEM.

in the beginning and gradually restore its circular shape as the system is equilibrated.

Whether the bubble exhibits underdamped oscillation or not depends on the competi-

tion among the inertial, viscous, and capillary forces. The computational domain in175

AMR-LBM simulations is [−2.5,0]× [−2.5,2.5] mm2 and that in ALE-FEM simula-

tions is [0,2.5]× [−2.5,2.5] mm2, with the symmetric boundary condition applied at
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Figure 2: The magnitude of Ca based on the spurious currents at equilibrium for Oh in the range of

[10−3,3.5]. Logarithmic scales are used for Ca and Oh.

x = 0 for both methods. In this subsection, the mesh resolution in ALE-FEM simula-

tions is 1
2 (π+ 4)/142 : 2.5 = (π+ 4)/710 ≈ 1/99, in which 142 is the number of nodes

distributed at the interface. As to the mesh resolution in AMR-LBM simulations, the180

finest grid is 1/128 of the domain width 2.5 mm. The no-slip condition is applied at

all other boundaries, same as above. No gravitational acceleration is applied here, and

the only relevant dimensionless parameter is Oh, which is to be varied by varying the

liquid viscosity µL or the surface tension σ.

The bubble takes the initial shape of

x2 +

( y
3

)2
= R2, (32)

with R = 0.5 mm and (0,0) being the center of the elliptical bubble. To match this

interface, the phase field is given by

φ(x,y) =
1
2
−

1
2

tanh
[
2

de(x,y)
W

]
, (33)

where de(x,y) is the signed distance function measured with respect to the ellipse185

x2 + (y/3)2 = R2. As the system evolves toward the final equilibrium, the bubble may

exhibit underdamped or overdamped dynamics controlled by Oh. In the dynamical

regime of underdamped bubble oscillation, we intend to compare the oscillation fre-
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quency and amplitude from the AMR-LBM simulations with those from the ALE-FEM

simulations.190

The characteristic diameter of the simulated bubble D =
√

DxDy =
√

3 mm, where

Dx = 1 mm is the minor axis and Dy = 3 mm is the major axis in the beginning. The

aspect ratio AR is defined by AR = dh/dv, where dh is the maximum extent of the bubble

in the horizontal direction and dv is the maximum extent of the bubble in the vertical

direction. In this subsection, the initial aspect ratio is AR = 1/3 in all the simulations.195

As stated above, the liquid density ρL = 1000 kg/m3, the gas density ρG = 1 kg/m3,

and the gas viscosity µG = 10−5 Pa·s are fixed. Now we use the surface tension σ =

0.001 N/m and vary the liquid viscosity µL to carry out a series of simulations for a

quantitative study of the oscillatory behaviors of suspended bubbles. The Oh is varied

by varying the liquid viscosity. In figure 3, the time evolution of the aspect ratio is plot-200

ted for different values of Oh. The results from both ALE-FEM and AMR-LBM are

presented for comparison. The solid lines represent the results from ALE-FEM and the

dashed lines represent the results from AMR-LBM. It is readily seen that the simulation

results from AMR-LBM are in quantitative agreement with those from ALE-FEM. The

two red lines (solid and dashed) are for the underdamped oscillations with the highest205

frequencies. As µL increases, the dimensionless parameter Oh increases as well. As a

result, the bubble dynamics becomes more damped, as seen from the reduced oscilla-

tion amplitude and frequency. When Oh is large enough, the underdamped oscillation

is suppressed and the bubble dynamics becomes overdamped.

Next we use the liquid viscosity µL = 0.001 Pa·s and vary the surface tension σ210

to carry out a series of simulations for further study of the oscillatory behaviors of

suspended bubbles. The Oh is varied by varying the surface tension. In figure 4, the

time evolution of the aspect ratio is plotted for different values of Oh. The results

from both ALE-FEM and AMR-LBM are presented for comparison. The solid lines

represent the results from ALE-FEM and the dashed lines represent the results from215

AMR-LBM. The two methods show good agreement for small Oh in the underdamped

regime and large Oh in the overdamped regime. As the value of σ decreases, the

dimensionless parameter Oh increases and the damping effect becomes stronger. This

leads to the reduced oscillation amplitude and frequency in the underdamped regime
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Figure 3: Time evolution of the aspect ratio AR for different values of the liquid viscosity µL, with the

surface tension σ = 0.001 N/m. The Oh is varied by varying µL. Here Oh = 0.0240, 0.0961, 0.3604, 0.6007

correspond to µL = 0.001, 0.004, 0.015, 0.025 Pa·s, respectively. The solid lines represent the results from

ALE-FEM and the dashed lines represent the results from AMR-LBM, with the same color used for the same

Oh. Here the dimensionless time T = t/Tσ is measured by the capillary time scale Tσ =
√
ρLD3/σ.

and eventually bring the system to the overdamped regime.220
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Figure 4: Time evolution of the aspect ratio AR for different values of the surface tension σ, with the

liquid viscosity µL = 0.001 Pa·s. The Oh is varied by varying σ. Here Oh = 0.024, 0.076, 0.2403, 0.3398

correspond to σ = 10−3, 10−4, 10−5, 5× 10−6 N/m, respectively. The solid lines represent the results from

ALE-FEM and the dashed lines represent the results from AMR-LBM, with the same color used for the same

Oh. Here the dimensionless time T = t/Tσ is measured by the capillary time scale Tσ =
√
ρLD3/σ.
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To further illustrate the underdamped oscillation, figure 5 shows a series of snap-

shots of an oscillating bubble simulated by the AMR-LBM and ALE-FEM with µL =

0.001 Pa·s andσ= 0.001 N/m, which correspond to the red lines in figure 3 and figure 4

for Oh= 0.024. It is observed from figure 5 that the bubble starts from a prolate shape

(AR < 1) and evolves into an oblate one (AR > 1) in the first row, and then evolves into225

a prolate one again. After several cycles, the bubble reaches the circular equilibrium

shape (AR = 1).

Figure 5: Time evolution of the shape of an underdamped bubble, with comparison made at the same time,

with µL = 0.001 Pa·s and σ = 0.001 N/m. The number at the upper left corner indicates the corresponding

dimensionless time T . Here the left half of each snapshot is the AMR-LBM result and the right half is the

ALE-FEM result. The parameters used here correspond to those for the red curve in figure 4.

3.4. Oscillatory behaviors of rising bubbles

In this subsection, we investigate the dynamics of rising bubbles in the presence of

gravitational acceleration. We will focus on the quantitative effects of the two physical230

parameters µL and σ. Numerical results from the two methods will be presented and

compared. The computational domain in AMR-LBM simulations is [−2.5,0]× [−15,0]

mm2 and that in ALE-FEM simulations is [0,2.5]× [−15,0] mm2, with the symmetric

boundary condition applied at x = 0 for both methods. The bubble takes the initial shape

of a circle, with the diameter D = 1 mm and the center located at (x,y) = (0,−13.75).235
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Below we will give all the material parameters as dimensional quantities. The numer-

ical results will be presented using dimensionless quantities. For the simulations with

gravity here, the physical time t is rescaled by
√

D/g, with the dimensionless time T ∗

given by T ∗ = t/
√

D/g. The physical velocity v is rescaled by
√

gD, with the dimen-

sionless velocity U given by U = v/
√

gD.240

First we fix the surface tension σ = 0.002 N/m and vary the liquid viscosity µL

to observe its quantitative effect on a rising bubble driven by the buoyancy force. In

this case, the dimensionless number Bo is fixed at 4.995. The bubble velocity, defined

as the velocity of the centroid of the bubble, is plotted in figure 6(a). The solid lines

represent the results from ALE-FEM and the dashed lines represent the results from245

AMR-LBM. For µL = 0.001 Pa·s (with Oh= 0.0224), the red lines (solid and dashed) in

figure 6(a) show that the bubble accelerates immediately after its release. The bubble

velocity then oscillates around some average value (not accurately defined though) for

a while. The velocity drops sharply toward zero when the bubble finally approaches the

top wall. For µL = 0.0015 Pa·s (with Oh= 0.0335), the black lines (solid and dashed) in250

figure 6(a) show behaviors that are similar to those for µL = 0.001 Pa·s. Note that the

oscillations are weakened by the increased liquid viscosity. For µL = 0.005 Pa·s (with

Oh= 0.1118), the blue lines (solid and dashed) in figure 6(a) show that oscillations are

suppressed by the large liquid viscosity.

From the above results, it is observed that as the liquid viscosity increases, Oh in-255

creases as well, leading to stronger viscous damping and weaker oscillations (in the un-

derdamped regime) or no oscillations at all (in the overdamped regime). More specifi-

cally, as Oh increases, the underdamped oscillations show lower frequency and smaller

amplitude. For a given µL, i.e., a given Oh, the velocities from the ALE-FEM show

faster oscillation and larger amplitude compared to the velocities from the AMR-LBM.260

This can be attributed to the diffusive transport as an additional dissipative process that

is present in the diffuse interface modeling.

Figure 6(b) shows the time evolution of the aspect ratio for different values of Oh.

Results from both the AMR-LBM and ALE-FEM are presented in figure 6(b), where

the line styles and colors have the same correspondence as in figure 6(a). The bubble265

is circular in the beginning (with AR = 1). It is immediately squashed (with AR > 1)
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Figure 6: Comparison between the two methods, for rising bubbles with the surface tension fixed at σ =

0.002 N/m and the liquid viscosity µL varied. The dimensionless parameter Oh= 0.0224, 0.0335 and 0.1118

correspond to µL = 0.001, 0.0015 and 0.005 Pa·s, respectively. (a) Time evolution of the rising bubble’s

velocity for different values of µL. (b) Time evolution of the rising bubble’s aspect ratio for different values

of µL. The solid lines represent the results from ALE-FEM and the dashed lines represent the results from

AMR-LBM, with the same color used for the same Oh.
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as its rising is accelerated. In accordance with the velocity oscillations in figure 6(a),

the aspect ratio displays oscillatory behaviors as well (for Oh= 0.0224 and 0.0335). As

the liquid viscosity increases, the bubble deformation is reduced. This is seen from

the reduced amplitude of the oscillations of AR (from Oh= 0.0224 to 0.0335) and the270

nearly constant AR during the rising process (for Oh= 0.1118). The largest Oh leads to

the smallest AR which means the smallest deformation.

Here we want to point out that the quantitative agreement between the results from

the two methods is not very satisfactory. This can actually be improved by using finer

mesh in AMR-LBM. In subsection 4.2, we will present more numerical results for a275

rising bubble in this regard.

Figure 7(a) shows the time evolution of the bubble shape for the case of small

Oh= 0.0224 in figure 6(a) and figure 6(b). In this case, the aspect ratio from the ALE-

FEM shows a more pronounced oscillation than that from the AMR-LBM, as seen

from figure 6(b) and figure 7(a). This can be attributed to the diffusive transport as280

an additional dissipative process that is present in the diffuse interface modeling. Fig-

ure 7(b) shows the time evolution of the bubble shape for the case of large Oh= 0.1118

in figure 6(a) and figure 6(b). In this case, the viscous damping is strong and there is

no oscillation observed for the velocity or the aspect ratio. The bubble rises with de-

formation in development until a stationary shape is attained. (Note that the stationary285

shape appears when the bubble is still far away from the top wall.)

Now we fix the liquid viscosity µL = 0.001 Pa·s and vary the surface tension σ to

observe its quantitative effect on a rising bubble driven by the buoyancy force. In this

case, the dimensionless number Reg is fixed at 100. Different values of the surface

tension σ (with different values of Oh) will give rise to different dynamic behaviors of290

the bubble. The time evolution of the bubble velocity is plotted in figure 8(a). The solid

lines represent the results from ALE-FEM and the dashed lines represent the results

from AMR-LBM. For σ = 0.003 N/m (with Oh= 0.0183), the red lines (solid and

dashed) in figure 8(a) show that the bubble accelerates immediately after its release,

as seen in all the cases. The bubble velocity shows weak oscillations around some295

average value (not accurately defined though) for a while. The velocity drops sharply

toward zero when the bubble finally approaches the top wall. For σ = 0.002 N/m (with
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Figure 7: Time evolution of the bubble shape, with comparison made at the same position, computed for

σ = 0.002 N/m with Bo fixed at 4.995. (a) µL = 0.001 Pa·s such that Oh= 0.0224. Left: the AMR-LBM

results. Right: the ALE-FEM results. (b) µL = 0.005 Pa·s such that Oh= 0.1118. Left: the AMR-LBM

results. Right: the ALE-FEM results.
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Oh= 0.0224), the black lines (solid and dashed) in figure 8(a) show strong oscillations.

Compared to the case of Oh= 0.0183, the present case of Oh= 0.0224 displays larger

oscillation amplitude but lower frequency. For σ = 0.0002 N/m (with Oh= 0.0707),300

the blue lines (solid and dashed) in figure 8(a) only show a bit oscillation in the initial

stage, followed by a steady terminal velocity before the bubble approaches the top wall.

From the above results, it is observed that as the surface tension decreases, Oh in-

creases, leading to stronger viscous damping. From σ = 0.003 N/m to σ = 0.002 N/m,

the frequency of the underdamped oscillations becomes lower due to the increased vis-305

cous damping. From σ= 0.002 N/m to σ= 0.0002 N/m, the underdamped oscillations

become overdamped due to the increased viscous damping. It is interesting to note that

the case of σ = 0.002 N/m (with Oh= 0.0224) shows a bigger oscillation amplitude

than the case of σ = 0.003 N/m (with Oh= 0.0183). Physically, a smaller surface

tension leads to a larger shape deformation, and hence a slower rising velocity of the310

bubble. This then leads to a weaker viscous drag by the surrounding liquid, allowing a

bigger oscillation amplitude to occur. For Oh= 0.0707 which is the biggest among the

three cases, the shape deformation is the largest and the rising velocity is the slowest.

For a given σ, i.e., a given Oh, the velocities from the ALE-FEM show faster oscilla-

tion and larger amplitude compared to the velocities from the AMR-LBM. This can be315

attributed to the diffusive transport as an additional dissipative process that is present

in the diffuse interface modeling.

Figure 8(b) shows the time evolution of the aspect ratio for different values of Oh.

Results from both the AMR-LBM and ALE-FEM are presented in figure 8(b), where

the line styles and colors have the same correspondence as in figure 8(a). Similar to320

that seen in figure 6(b), the bubble is circular in the beginning (with AR = 1), and then it

is immediately squashed (with AR > 1) as its rising is accelerated. In accordance with

the velocity oscillations in figure 8(a), the aspect ratio displays oscillatory behaviors

as well (for Oh= 0.0183 and 0.0224). As the surface tension decreases, Oh increases

and the viscous damping becomes relatively stronger. This leads to a lower frequency325

of the underdamped oscillations (if any) or no oscillations at all (in the overdamped

regime). For the smallest value of σ, we have the softest bubble which exhibits the

largest deformation and the slowest rising.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the two methods, for rising bubbles with the liquid viscosity fixed at µL =

0.001 Pa·s and the surface tension σ varied. The dimensionless parameter Oh= 0.0183, 0.0224 and 0.0707

correspond to σ = 0.003, 0.002 and 0.0002 N/m, respectively. (a) Time evolution of the rising bubble’s

velocity for different values of σ. (b) Time evolution of the rising bubble’s aspect ratio for different values

of σ. The solid lines represent the results from ALE-FEM and the dashed lines represent the results from

AMR-LBM, with the same color used for the same Oh.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Time evolution of the bubble shape, with comparison made at the same position, computed for

µL = 0.001 Pa·s with Reg fixed at 100. (a) σ = 0.003 N/m such that Oh= 0.0183. Left: the AMR-LBM

results. Right: the ALE-FEM results. (b) σ = 0.0002 N/m such that Oh= 0.0707. Left: the AMR-LBM

results. Right: the ALE-FEM results.
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Figure 9(a) shows the time evolution of the bubble shape for the case of small

Oh= 0.0183 in figure 8(a) and figure 8(b). Since the amplitude of the oscillation of AR330

is small in figure 8(b), the shape oscillation of the rising bubble is not obviously seen

in figure 9(a). Figure 9(b) shows the time evolution of the bubble shape for the case of

large Oh= 0.0707 in figure 8(a) and figure 8(b). In this case, the dynamics is almost

overdamped and the bubble eventually rises with a stable and large deformation.

The comparisons made in figures 6-9 show appreciable disparity between the AMR-335

LBM and ALE-FEM results. This is due to the artifact of the diffuse interface modeling

used in the LBM, and this artifact can be mitigated by refining the mesh size, as shown

later in Fig. 11 in subsection 4.2. Note that in figures 7 and 9, the bubble volume from

AMR-LBM appears to be bigger than that from ALE-FEM. This is not a visual arti-

fact. In fact, neither method can guarantee the volume conservation of the bubble. In340

AMR-LBM simulations, the volume change can be very large if the value of M is not

properly chosen. In ALE-FEM simulations, the bubble volume is well conserved for

large Oh, but it may change a lot for small Oh (by ∼ 5% in long-term behaviors). The

bubble volume becomes larger in AMR-LBM but it becomes smaller in ALE-FEM.

This leads to a visible difference as seen in figures 7 and 9.345

Physically, Oh is the dimensionless control parameter that distinguishes the under-

damped dynamics at small Oh from the overdamped dynamics at large Oh. Here we

want to point out that in all the simulations presented above, the largest Oh at which

the bubble still oscillates is less than 0.1, while 0.1 is less than the smallest Oh at which

the bubble no longer oscillates. Therefore, the critical value appears to be Oh ' 0.1,350

in semi-quantitative consistency with the results in [18], where the focus is on some

different but related dynamic phenomena of rising bubbles.

Finally, we want to discuss the AMR-LBM simulations for bubbles that are very

close to the top wall (in the final stage of the rising process). To maintain the integrity

of the liquid film between the bubble and the top wall, the formation of the contact line355

is to be avoided. This is achieved by employing a solid surface that ‘likes’ the liquid

and ‘hates’ the gas. In the boundary conditions we used in the AMR-LBM, the contact

angle (defined on the side of liquid) is set to be 0 for the phase field φ.
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4. Numerical capability and efficiency

In this section, we compare the two methods on their numerical capability and360

efficiency.

4.1. Breakup of a rising bubble

Based on the diffuse interface modeling, the AMR-LBM is capable of handling the

topological changes of the interface. This makes it a versatile tool for dealing with

a range of problems involving pinch-off and coalescence. The ALE-FEM is a sharp365

interface method, by which irregular topological changes of the interface cannot be

automatically captured. Additional engineering of the mesh is needed by the ALE-

FEM to deal with the topological changes, but this is not considered in the present

work. Therefore, the AMR-LBM has its own advantage over the ALE-FEM when

topological changes are involved, because irregular topological changes of the interface370

can be captured automatically.

Topological change may occur when a bubble rises in a liquid. In the test case

below, the material parameters are µL = 2× 10−4 Pa·s and σ = 0.001 N/m, with the

dimensionless parameters Bo = 9.99, Reg = 500, and Oh= 0.00633. In figure 10 we

show the shape evolution for a rising bubble, obtained from the two methods. Here the375

comparison for bubble shape is made at the same position, with the understanding that

the bubble will arrive at the same position at slightly different time instants from the two

methods. In figure 10, the AMR-LBM results show that the bubble breaks up at some

point during the rising process. However, the ALE-FEM results are presented up to the

point immediately before the breakup. It is readily seen that before the breakup, the380

two methods produce bubble shapes that are close to each other, with semi-quantitative

agreement.

4.2. Bounce of a rising bubble

Now we turn to a bubble interacting with a horizontal solid wall that is extremely

hydrophilic. In this test, the bubble will bounce from the wall with oscillatory deforma-385

tion. We carry out a simulation for µL = 0.001 Pa·s andσ= 0.08 N/m with Oh= 0.0035,

Bo = 0.125 and Reg = 100. The bubble is released with a zero initial velocity at (0 mm,
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Figure 10: Time evolution of the bubble shape, with comparison made at the same position, computed for

µL = 2× 10−4 Pa·s and σ = 0.001 N/m such that Oh= 0.00633, Bo = 9.99 and Reg = 500. Left: the AMR-

LBM results. Right: the ALE-FEM results. Note that the ALE-FEM results are presented up to the point

immediately before the breakup.
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-3.75 mm) in the tube. The time evolution of the bubble velocity is plotted in fig-

ure 11(a) for ALE-FEM and AMR-LBM with different resolution. The resolution in

the ALE-FEM simulations can be controlled by setting the number of nodes at the in-390

terface. For the red curves in figure 11, the number of interface nodes is 128. As a

result, the resolution is about 1
2πD/128 : 2.5mm = π/640, where 2.5 mm is the width

of the computational domain. As to the resolution in the AMR-LBM simulations, the

finest grid is 1/1024 of the domain width 2.5 mm (black curves in figure 11). Note that

in all the AMR-LBM simulations, the interfacial width W is always five times of the395

finest grid size, and hence it changes with the grid resolution. Figure 11(a) shows that

the bubble accelerates immediately after its release. The velocity drops sharply toward

zero when the bubble finally approaches the top wall. High frequency sub-oscillations

[18] are observed in the “approach-bounce” cycles, which can be clearly observed from

the ALE-FEM results (red curves) and the AMR-LBM results (black curves).400

Figure 11(b) shows the time evolution of the aspect ratio, with the colors having the

same correspondence as in figure 11(a). The bubble is circular in the beginning (with

AR = 1), and then it is immediately squashed (with AR > 1) as its rising is accelerated.

Besides the velocity sub-oscillations observed in figure 11(a), the aspect ratio displays

sub-oscillations as well. In figures 11(a) and 11(b), it is readily seen that the higher405

resolution of LBM leads to results closer to the ALE-FEM ones.

In comparison to ALE-FEM results, the AMR-LBM results in subsection 3.3 are

considered quantitative, and those in subsection 3.4 are considered semi-quantitative.

Figure 11 shows the mesh convergence: the AMR-LBM results converge to the ALE-

FEM results as the resolution is enhanced. Note that the interfacial width W is always410

five times of the finest grid size. Generally speaking, the difference between the AMR-

LBM and ALE-FEM results decreases with the decreasing interfacial width. Hence,

AMR-LBM can do a better job at a higher resolution, which demands a higher compu-

tational cost. To obtain reliable results in AMR-LBM computations, we need to choose

good values for M and W, and a high resolution that we can afford. It will be more ac-415

curate if smaller values are used for the interfacial width W. However, there is a limit

to do so: numerical instability would appear if W is made too small. As to the mobility

M, lower values are desired. If M is too large, then there will be excessive numerical
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Figure 11: Comparison among the one ALE-FEM and four AMR-LBM simulations with different resolution

(grid size), for a rising bubble with µL = 0.001 Pa·s and σ = 0.08 N/m. (a) Time evolution of the bubble

velocity. (b) Time evolution of the aspect ratio of the bubble.
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dissipation leading to inaccurate results.

Figure 12 is for a further comparison between the two methods. The left half shows420

a series of snapshots taken in the AMR-LBM simulation with the 1/1024 resolution

(corresponding to the black curves in figure 11). The right half shows a series of snap-

shots taken in the ALE-FEM simulation with the π/640 resolution (corresponding to

the red curves in figure 11). It is observed from figure 11 that the ALE-FEM simulation

produces a bubble moving faster than that produced by the AMR-LBM simulations. In425

figure 12, the bubble rises first (upper left), approaches the wall and squeezes out the

liquid between the bubble and the wall (upper right), arrives at a position closest to the

wall (lower left), and bounces from the wall (lower right). The difference between the

bubble shapes from the two methods can be clearly seen. In the lower right snapshots,

the AMR-LBM results show a bounced bubble whose center is the farthest from the430

wall, and the ALE-FEM results show a bounced bubble that is still moving away from

the wall.

Regarding the thin liquid film between the bubble and the wall, the ALE-FEM can

accurately simulate its hydrodynamics [18]. When the AMR-LBM is used, the thin film

hydrodynamics can be simulated with the help of continuous mesh refinement, which435

may be very expensive. This is simply caused by the diffuse interface which possesses

a finite thickness that must be much smaller than the liquid film thickness and has to

be resolved. As seen from the simulations for rising and bounced bubbles, the AMR-

LBM results always show stronger damping than the corresponding ALE-FEM results,

as seen in figures 11(a) and 11(b). This is caused by the diffusive transport which is440

inherent in the AMR-LBM but absent in the ALE-FEM.

4.3. On the efficiency

Comparison between the performances of the ALE-FEM and AMR-LBM for the

rising and bounced bubbles in Sec. 4.2 is made in table 1. Our simulations are carried

out on an Intel(R) Core(TM) workstation with CPU i7−4770 @3.40GHz and 12GB445

RAM. The GNU FORTRAN is used to carry out all the AMR-LBM simulations and

GNU C is used to carry out all the ALE-FEM simulations.

The data in table 1 cover the dimensionless time period from T ∗ = 0 to 9 for the
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Figure 12: Snapshots showing the bubble shape and velocity field, obtained from the AMR-LBM with the

1/1024 resolution and the ALE-FEM with the π/640 resolution. They correspond to the black and red curves

in figure 11.

bubbles simulated in Sec. 4.2. The time step ∆T ∗ corresponds to the resolution which

can ensure the stability of the program. The AMR-LBM code is parallelized by using450

OpenMP to speed up the simulations. The ALE-FEM code is difficult to parallelize. We

use 4 cores for all the simulations by AMR-LBM and only 1 core for ALE-FEM sim-

ulations. The AMR-LBM with the 1/512 resolution is faster than the ALE-FEM with

the π/640 resolution by more than 10 times. However, as the resolution of AMR-LBM

increases, the CPU time grows very fast. As a result of the parallelizability, the AMR-455

LBM possesses better computational efficiency. But the high resolution demanded by
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Method Finest mesh [of 2.5 mm] ∆T ∗ Cores used CPU time [sec]

AMR-LBM 1/128 4.4×10−5 4 379.1

AMR-LBM 1/256 3.1×10−5 4 844.8

AMR-LBM 1/512 7.7×10−6 4 6759.8

AMR-LBM 1/1024 1.9×10−6 4 63535

2.5×10−5 (initial value)

ALE- FEM π/640 3.13×10−6 (final value) 1 329163

1.4×10−5 (average value)

Table 1: Finest mesh, time step ∆T ∗, number of cores used, and CPU run time for the five simulations used

in Fig. 11. The time step (initial, final and average) in ALE-FEM is listed here because it is adaptive in order

to meet the CFL condition.

the accurate simulations turns out to be very expensive. These make the AMR-LBM a

reasonably good and very efficient numerical tool, although its quantitative predictions

are not entirely reliable.

5. Conclusions460

In this work, the dynamics of a bubble in a surrounding liquid has been numerically

investigated in two dimensions using the AMR-LBM and ALE-FEM. The numerical

results from the two methods have been compared for three different situations. We

start from a validation study in which a static bubble is used to test the two methods.

The spurious velocities are found to be negligibly small at numerical equilibrium. We465

then turn to the oscillatory behaviors of suspended bubbles in the absence of gravity.

The numerical results from the two methods are in quantitative agreement. We finally

investigate the oscillatory behaviors of rising bubbles in the presence of gravity. The

numerical results from the two methods are in semi-quantitative agreement for all the

cases. The AMR-LBM results show a stronger damping effect due to the diffusive470

transport inherent in the diffuse interface modeling. Our investigation of the oscilla-

tory behaviors focuses on the underdamped and overdamped dynamics observed from

the bubble shape and velocity (for rising bubbles). The transition between these two

regimes is controlled by the dimensionless parameter Oh, which is varied by varying

either the liquid viscosity or the surface tension. As Oh increases from a sufficiently475
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small value, the bubble dynamics displays a transition from the underdamped to the

overdamped regime, with a critical Oh ' 0.1. Finally, we want to point out that accu-

rate simulations for interfacial dynamics have been a classic topic for decades. In fact,

each of the two methods reported here still has space for improvement, and the com-

parative study can be further carried out for more complicated examples and in three480

dimensions [19, 20]. Work in this direction is currently underway.
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